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Let's face facts here, going into tonight's Strikeforce main event, there isn't much left to say
about it. You have a clash between two of the MMA world's baddest ass welterweights
imaginable. Nick Diaz is a true force to be reckoned with, a BJJ black belt, and no, when I say
that I don't mean cookie-cutter. I mean Cesar Gracie gave him that belt and he earned it and
knows how to use that belt, that is the kind of jiu-jitsu Nick Diaz knows. On top of that, his
boxing is great; Nick has super fast hands, puts together some mean combinations, protects his
head and always stays moving. On top of that, he owns a serious trademark on the "mean mug"
and has one of the most prolific histories of mouthing off, causing riots and general bad boy
behavior in the entire MMA world. In a world where it feels like there are no John Waynes left,
Nick Diaz is a John Wayne.

His opponent is Paul "Semtex" Daley, one of the few guys to get cut from the UFC for being a
badass (and a poor sport), right up there with one of my favorite fighters, Renato "Babalu"
Sobral. Babalu held a choke too long to teach a lesson, and Daley, well, suckerpunched Josh
Koscheck after the bell. Sure, Daley's sportsmanship is terrible and he hasn't made weight a
total of 5 times in his professional career, but his skills are his skills. Other than mocking any
sort of rules and standards of conduct, Daley sports some of the most destructive stand up in
MMA. How much so? Daley has 27 wins and 20 of them are via a form of knockout. That is
pretty serious power.

If it came down to which fighter I think is cooler, Nick Diaz wins against everybody in MMA, but
when it comes down to who will win, I'm torn and have to go with the stand up guy in this. Our
mild-mannered grappling friends who just seem to want to have a good time, roll on the mat and
chill at DSTRYRsg decided to throw down the gauntlet and bet some serious BetDSI money
that Nick Diaz will triumph over Paul Daley. They bet $200 on our favorite betting site,
BetDSI
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, that Nick Diaz will win this fight. After
BetDSI
refilled the LiverKick.com coffers after we went all-in on Shogun Rua over Jon Jones (sigh, what
were we thinking?!), we have decided to gamely bet $200 of our freshest
BetDSI
money on Paul Daley to defeat Nick Diaz.

The odds are in our favor if this happens, with the live odds on BetDSI (you can bet live during
a fight, the odds update) being at +180. This means for our $200 bet, we would win $360. Sure,
DSTRYRsg might have a
fancy chart
set up for this wager, but the truth is, Paul Daley seeks out other badasses and has trained with
the legendary
Mike's Gym
in the Netherlands, home of Badr Hari, Melvin Manhoef and a bunch of other destroyers. That is
where you go when you are serious about your stand up, and Daley is serious. Nick Diaz has
good hands and scary jiu-jitsu, but he loves to stand and bang, and against a guy like Daley it
could mean curtains for him, or at least a nasty cut that could finish the fight. Diaz's jiu-jitsu is
what it is, but he has no takedowns to get the fight to the ground and I sincerely doubt Daley
pulls a Cyborg and takes Diaz down foolishly.
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